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NOTES: 

• Consulting online guides (such as Wikipedia or Sparknotes) as a supplement to or a substitute for reading 

the book violates the Honor Code. 

• You will need a hard copy, not an e-book, of all books required for this class. 

• Students must annotate on a clean version of the novel; students may not use a marked/used copy.  

 

SENIOR SUMMER READING  
 

Love Your Enemies by Arthur C. Brooks [ISBN: 978-0062883759] 

 

 

This year, the conversation about your summer reading will be an activity at the senior retreat on August 

16 and 17. We will discuss, both in small groups and as a class, the main ideas of this best-selling book, 

chosen especially for the Class of 2021 by our Head of School, Mr. Baldecchi and Dr. Sonja Taylor, 

CLS Assistant Head of School for K–12 Curriculum and Instruction, Equity, and Strategic Initiatives. 

 

Divisive politicians. Screaming heads on television. Angry campus activists. Twitter trolls. Today in 

America, there is an “outrage industrial complex” that prospers by setting American against American, 

creating a “culture of contempt”—the habit of seeing people who disagree with us not as merely 

incorrect, but as worthless and defective. NYT best-selling author, Arthur C. Brooks believes that we 

can change this cycle of contempt, by bridging divides and mending fences to create a new paradigm 

where civility dominates discourse. Brooks believes “that when you love your enemies, you see them in 

a different way. You change your own heart and as such, you don’t destroy your enemies. You destroy 

the illusion that they were your enemies in the first place” (NPR Author Interview, 2019). 

 

Please note that there are YouTube segments where Arthur C. Brooks discusses some of the ideas in his 

book; however, these should supplement your reading NOT replace it. During your discussion, you will 

be asked questions that require that you give specific examples from the text. To encourage you to read 

closely and to prepare you well for the group discussions, you will highlight and make notes in the 

margins of Love Your Enemies whenever you see something that strikes you as important. Your English 

teacher will do a book check on the first day of classes, so please be sure you bring your book to class. 

 

Essential Questions: 

Read this list of essential questions BEFORE you start reading the book. These questions will help guide 

your thinking as well as help you annotate while you read the book. There are no “right” or “wrong” 

answers to these questions. 

        

 What is contempt? Consider finding a dictionary definition. 

 Do you see examples in our community of people treating other people with contempt? 

 How does contempt impact discourse? 

 What is civility? It is part of Charlotte Latin School’s Mission. 

 How can we practice civility in our interactions with other? 


